Notes – Helmet not required in Qld and Vic. I'm actually 48 (sigh...). Been to one GP (sigh...). My welding is
at least one notch better than 'shit'. It actually has to comply with the NCOP on LEP2 category vehicles and
is built as an ICV (individually constructed vehicle), not a low volume vehicle. Crash testing irrelevant in
either low volume or ICV. Perhaps Mark means Torsion and Beaming chassis testing?

Notes – Some drilling and cutting involved, no welding though for sure. Factory built is actually around
$30,000 (plus rego, engineering and stamps) as I have pinned down the real cost more accurately since
Mark interviewed me.

Steering feel and turn in have indeed been much improved with alterations to the bottom wishbones giving
more caster and better Ackerman. Mudguards are still failing every 10,000kms, working on a completely new
bracket! The seat is much more comfy these days with it being made from a fibreglass panel in the
production kits. The back doesn't squirm, lock, spin or move around at all anymore (well almost, it can still

be provoked) due to selection of a superior tyre. Mark was a bit tall for the car as it was set up and indeed
heel and toeing would have been difficult. Production kits have a slightly better steering wheel/pedal
relationship and if you are really tall we are working on a slightly bigger all round, chassis. Pedal area room
wise there is substantially more space than an open wheeler or clubman style car. Mark has been invited to
test drive the latest spec. I thank him for an excellent article, although he may have written it sometime after
the interview...?
Further info on Tri Pod Cars can be found www.tripodcars.com
Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/TriPodCars
Youtube – http://www.youtube.com/user/Audiofixqld
Or by emailing myself, Andrew Hutchison at - tripodcars@gmail.com
Thanks for reading.

